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horrors, and in this unreal atmosphere the Hoare-Laval
plan was negotiated, to kill for ever prospects of an Ethiopian
success.
Its uneventful form was given to this period by the fall
of Makalle without a struggle. Makalle was captured
because Dedjazmatch Haile Selassie Gucsa submitted to
Italy.
The withdrawal from Makalle, until the end of October
no part of the Emperor's plan, altered the whole face of the
northern war. I think it is true to say that it saved the
loyal Tigreans for another day : and that if Gucsa had not
been forced by events to go over when he did, he deserved
the abuse which Vinci poured upon him for the prematurity
of his decision. It was Wodaju Ali who spoilt his conspiracy.
Wodaju Ali had been Ethiopian Consul in Asmara and
later Director of the Municipality of Addis Ababa. Of no
high birth he held only the civil title of Nagadras or
" Caravan Head " : a man made by the Emperor, like
most of the Ethiopians who speak foreign languages, he
was one of the Kingsmen who watched the activities of those
governors who might deny the Imperial authority. A fort-
night before the war he had flown to Addis from the dry
landing ground at Makalle, to report that the Dedjaz Haile
Selassie Gucsa, a woolly-haired savage of the north, was
concerting revolt with the Italian Consul in his fief.
The Emperor did not act. He refused to believe the
story ; thought that the Kingsman was jealous of the Baron.
Earth defences had been constructed north of Makalle by
Konovaloff: the Dedjaz had two Oerlikon anti-aircraft
guns, thirty machine-guns and machine-gun rifles, four
pieces of mountain artillery. His private army, ten thousand
strong (he had actually boasted of twenty thousand to the
Italians) was meant to held the centre of a line, whose left
was Seyyum south of Adowa and whose right Kassa Sebhat
in Agame, against the Italians when they left the Shire line.
The Emperor, who erred often on the side of generosity,
had already given the Dedjaz too many material tokens
of trust to disgrace him at this crisis.
In spite of the fact that he personally disliked him.
Haile Selassie Gucsa, a heavy-drinking boy, was presumed

